
B E N E F I T S

 Optimal protein utilization — Protein is an essential building block of life. Because it is naturally 
occurring in the body, hydrolyzed collagen protein has a 95% absorption rate, allowing fast and effective 
delivery of protein to where it is needed most. 

	 Supports	joint	flexibility — Hydrolyzed collagen protein is essential in creating connective tissue, 
which improves mobility in the joints.

	 Supports	lean	muscle	development	and	recovery — When taken at night before going 
to bed, Probíta is extremely effective in enhancing the body’s natural state of repairing, building, and 
healing muscle tissue. 

	 Convenient	protein	delivery — Probíta is small enough to fit in your pocket, so it’s easy to get 
the protein you need on the go.

K E Y  I N G R E D I E N T S

	 Hydrolyzed	Collagen — Vísi’s hydrolyzed collagen protein is the most absorbable and easiest to 
digest of any protein. Probíta’s collagen is hydrolyzed via a patented process that uses natural fruit 
enzymes—rather than unnatural acid hydrolysis like many protein products use—to extract collagen protein 
without using heat, synthetic chemicals, or acids, just like nature intended. This guarantees the integrity of 
the finished molecules through a six-hour filtration, sterilization, and drying process. The care taken ensures 
the finest quality protein on the market, with a 95% absorption rate that the body can utilize better than 
any other protein source available.

	 Arctic	Cloudberry — The rare arctic cloudberry is ripened under the phenomenon of the Midnight 
Sun in Scandinavia. Completely natural, distinctly flavorful, and highly prized for its nutritional value, the 
arctic cloudberry boasts high levels of vitamins A, C, E, and B as well as calcium and magnesium and 
also contains ellagitannins and ellagic acid. The Scandinavian people have depended on the arctic 
cloudberry (also known as Scandinavian Gold) for centuries to promote health and natural beauty.

	 Lingonberry — Related to the cranberry, bilberry and blueberry, lingonberries are a good low-calorie 
source of fiber, essential minerals, and vitamins—specifically vitamin E. Lingonberry is also characterized 
by high polyphenol content and has been demonstrated to possess antimicrobial and antioxidant activity 
in several studies.

 Beetroot Juice — Beetroot juice is one of the richest dietary sources of antioxidants and naturally 
occurring nitrates. Nitrates help improve blood flow throughout the body, which allows more oxygen and 
nutrients to go where they’re needed most—your heart, lungs, brain, and muscles.
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